INTRODUCTION
The radiation field of relativistic heavy ions at depth is altered by nuclear reactions of the incident particles with the matter present in spacecraft shielding materials and furnishings and in traversed tissue. In these reactions, particles of different charge and mass are emitted with different angular distributions /1,2/ and each nuclear interaction event can have an associated multiplicity of more than one emerging interaction product. The presence of these nuclear reaction products has a significant impact upon the radiation quality /3,4/. This impact increases with depth of penetration; in particular, the exit dose of high-energy heavy charged-particle beams used in radiotherapy is entirely due to fragments emitted from nuclear interactions of the primary beam.
The probabilities for nuclear interactions are generally determined in materials thin compared with the range and the nuclear mean free path of the traversing charged particles, so that energy loss and multiple nuclear collisions can be neglected. In bulk matter, on the other hand, energy loss of incident and emitted particles cannot be neglected, so that the dependence of the cross sections on the projectile energy must be considered. Multiple interactions also become more probable in thick absorbers. Multiple Coulomb scattering will result in a distribution of incident and emitted particle directions and nuclear reactions of previously emitted nuclear reaction products will change the yields of particles at depth from what is predicted based on simple cross section calculations. This type of interaction of radiation with bulk matter is usually addressed by the use of transport calculations.
A radiation transport calculation is, in effect, the solution of a three-dimensional diffusion equation. The solution can be obtained analytically or by means of Monte Carlo simulation methods. In either case, what is required is an accurate knowledge of nuclear cross sections and of the energy loss of all particles present at any depth of material. Cross seetions are needed for the production of all possible particles in all possible final states, for the interaction of the primary incident nuclei with matter, and for subsequent interactions of previously emitted reaction products. The required cross sections will, in general, be differential in energy, in angle and in particle multiplicity. At the present time, measurements of most of the cross sections of interest do not exist; their understanding is part of the developing field of heavy ion physics and reliable methods for their prediction in general are not available. Silberberg and Tsao /5/ have developed semi-empirical formulae to interpolate between results of a systematic compilation of (integral) fragmentation cross sections, and methods for estimating nuclear cross sections for space radiation transport calculations are being developed by Townsend and Wilson /6/.
There is a clear need for a more extensive data base of differential fragmentation cross sections to be used as input to and for validation of transport calculations, but the infeasibility of obtaining systematic data from cosmic rays alone makes ground-based measurements necessary. Consequently, we have undertaken a program to make a series of measurements of heavy ion fragmentation cross sections at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Bevalac. Data for 670 MeV /nucleon (MeV fu) 20 Ne incident on a variable thickness water column have recently been published /7/, and comparison of these data. with the results .of an. analytical calculation using the HZESEC computer code (see below) revealed agreement at the 30% 1eve).between measured and calculated integrated fluences of fragments for thin water absorbers.· Agreement between calculation and experiment was not as good for the distributions of fluence as a function of linear energy transfer (LET) in water ("ftuence spectra"), reflecting the extreme. sensitivity of such calculations to the accuracy of the energy loss calculations in the stopping region. The effect of the approximations inherent in the .calculation and the constraints placed on experiment in this type of work were also studied/8/. In this paper, the experimental distributions of fluence are compared with the predictions of an additional analytical computer code, LBLBEAM; in order to better understand some\ of these problems . 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS
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The experimental data were obtained from a series of experiments conducted at the Bevalac in the beam line depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . The apparatus and methods are described in detail
in /7/. The design describes beam interactions by particle identification and direct measurements of fluence and velocity. The LET 00 (abbreviated below as LET) of each particle was calculated using the particle velocity and charge. The fluence spectra for each fregment were obtained for each water thickness; integration over these spectra yielded the integral number of fragments of each species, also as a 3 .;·,..
.function of water thickness.
TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS HZESEC
HZESEC is a transport code written to calculate various distributions of physical parameters of interest at arbitrary depths in water and other materials for narrow energy-width stopping heavy ion beams. It was developed by Curtis /9/ and modified by Schimmerling et al. /10/. HZESEC assumes that the straight ahead approximation is valid; i.e., the nuclear interaction products proceed in the same direction as the primaries and continue with the energy that the primary had at the point of interaction. The point of interaction is determined by assuming that all fragments are the results of an interaction of the primary beam with the material, i.e., higher order reaction products are neglected. The error introduced by this approximation will be greatest for the fragments of the lightest elements, corresponding to mass M~:, which can be produced by all particles of mass M; intermediate between M~: and the mass of the primary beam. Primary and secondary particles are attenuated as an exponential function of constant nuclear mean free path, .\. For each element of charge Z < Zp,.imo,.y, only one isotopic mass is assumed, corresponding to that mass with the highest production cross section /9/. A separate calculation of the acceptance is used to account for the effects of detector geometry and multiple scattering /11/. The calculation accounts for spreading of the beam range and energy due to the initial energy distribution of a heavy ion beam.
The assumption that all fragments are produced by the primary incident beam i.e., that secondary particles do not interact to produce tertiaries and higher order generations of fragments, makes it possible to determine the interaction depth at which a secondary with a given LET was produced. This follows from using the range-energy relation for projectile and fragment to ascertain the point at whi~ both particles had the same velocity. Consequently, for every thickness z of the water. absorber, the LET spectra of these first generation secondaries have an upper and lower limit. The upper limit of high LET corresponds to the secondary particle with the lowest velocity. Since· energy loss in the absorber is a function of Z 2 , the lowest velocity will be obtained when energy is lost by the primary throughout the absorber and the lighter secondary is produCed at the exit face. Conversely, the lower limit of LET, corresponding to the maximum velocity. secOiidary particle, will be obtained when energy loss in the absorber can be ascribed to the secondary particle throughout the absorber thickness, i.e., when the secondary has. been produced at the entrance of the absorber.
Stopping power is determined for protons according to the technique of Bichsel /12/ which uses a piece-wise fit to power functions of energy over short energy intervals. The stopping power, S; ( E;), of a heavy ion Z; with a total kinetic energy E;, is obtained by scaling the stopping power S of protons according to
S;(E;) = ZJS(e).
where e is the equivalent proton energy.
(1)
The microscopic nuclear cross sections <T 4 6, ( i, j) are obtained from an energy-independent form of the Bradt-Peters parameterization /14/:
where r 0 = 1.29 fm, A~:(k = i, j) are the mass numbers of the colliding nuclei, and C = 1-0.028 x the lowest of the two mass numbers. The number of fragments of a given type produced per interaction, or multiplicity, is given by the ratio of the fragmentation cross section to the reaction cross section. The fragmentation cross sections are obtained from the semi-empirical formulae of Silberberg and Tsao /5/ for proton-nucleus collisions. In order to separate the velocity dependence of these cross sections from their absolute values, the cross sections are normalized to their values at 2.1A GeV (/3 = 0.95) and tabulated as a function of velocity for subsequent use in the calculation /10/. The Silberberg and Tsao formulae do not provide values for fragments lighter than 6 He; an extension to light product nuclei, proposed by Letaw /13/ has not yet been included.
The accuracy of these formulae has been examined /14/ and found to be of the order of 30% for the reactions examined. For reactions and projectile energies that are not a part of the data set for which Silberberg and Tsao provide interpolations, substantially greater discrepancies may exist and cannot be estimated beforehand.
LBLBEAM
The heavy-ion transport code LBLBEAM was developed at NASA-Langley Research Center. The key approach was to use a perturbative solution of a one-dimensional Boltzmann transport equation. The transport problem is in steady state with a boundary condition at the entrance to the absorber. The Boltzmann transport equation in the straight-ahead-approximation and neglecting target secondary fragments is written as 
Using perturbation theory, the analytic solution of the problem is given by
{S;(E)P;(E)tP;(z, E)}bdrv S;(E)P;(E)
""" rEwry
The flux of ions tP;(z, E) of type i with atomic mass A; at z move along the z-axis at energy E, in units of MeV fu. tr;(E) is the corresponding nuclear absorption cross section for the jth ion interacting in water. m;~c(E)tr~:(E) is the production cross section for type j ions by collision of type k ions with a target nucleus.
The transport equation is solved by the method of characteristics using an iterative procedure. The primary term q,yrimory) is obtained by following the attenuated and degraded beam incident on the absorber boundary. The secondary term is obtained by substituting the primary term into the integral expression. Similarly, the tertiary term is obtained by substituting the secondary term into the integral expression. Higher order terms can be obtained by following this iterative procedure /15/.
Interaction Parameters
The LBLBEAM code uses an elaborate scheme to calculate stopping power, that is coded in a modular form. For this reason, it proved convenient to change the stopping power calculation used and introduce into the computer program the same method used to obtain experimental LET values from the measured time of flight and charge of the particles /11/, which had been found to reproduce well their energy loss throughout the absorber thicknesses used. In this way, it was possible to obtain a stopping-power independent calculation.
The nuclear fragmentation parameters are the same as those used by the HZESEC model /5/. The fragmentation parameters are evaluated at the total kinetic energy (rather than energy per nucleon) of the target atom as seen in the projectile rest frame. The target fragments resulting from central collisions are not included since they are assumed to be produced at large angles and do not contribute in the forward direction. The production cross sections are averaged over the shield material constituents.
COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH DATA
A detailed comparison between the neon ftuence spectra and the theory .is shown in Figs. 3 For neon in the plateau region of the Bragg curve, agreement between data and LBLBEAM is good down to the level where fluence is 1% of its maximum value. Differences between data and model in the high LET tail region can be attributed to neon isotopes, which are not explicitly taken into account in the theory. For water thicknesses greater than 25 gfcm 2 the difference between HZESEC and the data can be attributed almost entirely to the range energy calculation employed by HZESEC, which leads to a prediction of significantly lower ftuences. The nuclear mean free path from the experimental data, Ae%p The HZESEC model calculates projectile fragments resulting from the nuclear fragmentation of the incident neon only, without taking into consideration secondary or higher order interactions.'
In Fig. 5 the differential ftuence spectra 1/l(z, Z = 6; L) for carbon calculated by HZESEC are compared with the data for the full range of water thicknesses. For water thicknesses up to 20 g/cm 2 the predicted fluences overlap with experimental data within the 30% accuracy attributed to the cross sections. Discrepancies appear mainly in the high LET tail. Figure 6 illustrates the LBLBEAM predictions for first generation carbon. In this case, detector geometry was. taken into consideration separately for each isotope, and the stopping power calculation is the same as used for the experimental data. The fluences predicted by LBLBEAM for carbon are within 30% at water thicknesses up to approximately 30 g/cm 2 • For increasing absorber thickness and decreasing fragment mass, the number of possible reaction channels increases and higher order interactions become more likely. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of including tertiary fragments in the LBLBEAM calculation of carbon fluence spectra. Although this is not clearly visible on the semilogarithmic scale of the plots, approximately 33% of the fluence predicted by LBLBEAM for water absorber thicker than 30 em is due to tertiary interactions i.e., carbon produced in two successive nuclear interactions.
Greater insight into the implications of the comparison can be obtained from Fig. 8 , which compares the total number of particles of each detected element (integral fluences) as a function of water thickness over the entire range covered by the experiment. The full circles denote the experimental data as before; the full-line histogram is the prediction of HZESEC, the dashed-line histogram is the prediction of LBLBEAM based on one-generation secondaries only, and the dottedline histogram is the prediction of LBLBEAM including tertiaries from two generations of nuclear interactions.
The threshold effect of the detector can be seen in the panels for the Be and B data, where the measured number of Be fragments falls significantly below all predictions for absorber thicknesses less than 25 g/cm 2 ; B seems to deposit signals above threshold at thicknesses greater than approximately 15 g/cm 2 .
The predictions of HZESEC are systematically lower than those of LBLBEAM, even for the lighter fragments, where differences in stopping power calculations are not significant. One way in which such behavior could arise is if one of the models did not properly account for the lower mass isotopes. Such an effect may be a consequence of the fact that the fragmentation cross sections used by LBLBEAM, obtained from. the latest semi-empirical fits of Silberberg and Tsao, are.larger than the older values employed by HZESEC.
The difference between the one-generation and the two-generation predictions of LBLBEAM show the expected effect of tertiaries, which increases for lighter particles and thicker absorber; however, the tertiary prediction of LBLBEAM is systematically greater than the data. One likely reason for this behavior must lie with the angular distribution of the fragments, which is not taken into account in the straight-ahead approximation used by the transport code. Two effects contribute to the angular distribution of fragments. One of these effects is the compounding of the angular distributions offragments emitted in nuclear interactions, which results in fewer fragments emitted into the narrow solid angle of the detector. The other effect is that the velocity of tertiary particles emerging from the absorber is no longer uniquely tied to the position at which it is produced and, therefore the scattering calculation used for the acceptance will be based on an erroneous amount of scattering material.
It is not immediately apparent that the more recent values of the cross sections are more accurate than the older values. The one-generation predictions of LBLBEAM may also be too large, if the geometric effects discussed above do not result in significant differences between predicted secondaries and tertiaries. If this is the case, then the predictions of LBLBEAM would be expected to be below the measured data by an amount equivalent to the added contribution of tertiaries, which is approximately the difference seen by HZESEC. 
BIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS
If the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) is known for each particle at every value of LET, then an average, RBE, can be calculated /4/ for the radiation field at depth:
z Jo z lo where R(L) is RBE assumed to be a function only of LET. The results, for the case of spermatogonial cell survival obtained from testes weight loss /4/, are shown in Fig. 9 . The full circles are values calculated using Eq. 6, with R(L) fitted to measurements of spermatogonial cell survival in monoenergetic beams with negligible fragmentation components. The open circles are actual measurements of RBE, using the same testes weight loss model, this time in the mixed radiation field at the four absorber thicknesses. The Bragg curve (dotted line) is shown to place the thicknesses in the context of the primary particle range.
As shown in Fig. 9 , the calculated RBE at 0 em, where the neon beam less than approximately 6%, agrees within 5% with the measured value, indicating the level of biological reproducibility that can be achieved with this model system. The other biological results differ from the calculated value by approximately 10% at 20 and 30 em, and by almost 40% at 33 em of water. The observed difference between RBE predicted from fluence spectra and the measured RBE is attributed to two factors. At 20 and 30 em, the discrepancy is attributed mainly to the fact that, in the corresponding region of LET, the fit to RBE used in the calculation has a large contribution from plateau silicon, whereas the mixed-field RBE is dominated by residual neon. The pattern of energy deposition of the particles used to calculate RBE is significantly different from that of the particles used in the measurement, illustrating the type of effect expected from track structure differences.
In the stopping region_ of the neon beam, the discrepancy between measured and calculated RBE is also attributable to the fact that the experiment does not detect lighter particles with Z ::;; 3. In order to account for the observed reduction in RBE, lighter particles would have to contribute almost 80% of the total dose at this depth. The extent to which this is true was not ascertained in this experiment.
Other methods to interpret ftuence spectra have been developed /16/, and these methods will no · doubt become prevalent as predictions of biological effects of high energy, highly charged (HZE) particles, such as are found in galactic cosmic rays, become critical for human space exploration.
CONCLUSIONS
Physical measurements of ftuence spectra, whereby the products of the nuclear interactions of incident energetic heavy ions are identified and measured directly, are a powerful method to understand the radiation field at depth in tissue-equivalent and shielding materials. They provide a detailed test of transport methods and allow a determination of those aspects of transport methods that are most sensitive for prediction. The experiments discussed here have shown the importance of accurate stopping power calculations, of an accurate knowledge of the inclusive fragmentation cross sections, including those for isotopes (since the isotopic composition of the fragments affects the estimated ranges and geometrical corrections), of an understanding of higher order generations of secondaries. Experiments, in turn, need to provide information on angular distributions over solid angles comparable with the fragmentation emission angles in order to minimize calculation of detector acceptances. Experimental measurements of light particles, including protons and helium nuclei, and their multiplicities, need to be made in order to account for biologically significant doses at depth. Such data must be systematized in ways accessible to calculation, so that it can be taken into account properly for predictions.
The differences between experimental results for neon and theoretical predictions are of the order of 30-50%, depending on the criterion of comparison. This is surprisingly good and probably reflects the extent to which data for neon and lighter particles are available. In the case of iron and the intermediate particles between it and neon there are much fewer data available, both physical and biological. The need for such data is much greater than for neon, since track structure effects, particle multiplicities and other discrepancies from the physics and biology valid for lighter particles can be expected to become much more important. 
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